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Our School: Where winning is a habit.

As flowers and fruits are seen in due time and 
they never violate their time, in the same way 
our good and strenuous efforts will show their 
good results. Our school is a beautiful flower 
garden and there are a number of  fruits too. 
Thanks to ICSE. We have been introducing a lot 
of  newness since 2018. On a war-footing, we 
completed the first batch of  ICSE with cent 
percent result. Thank you, dear parents, you are 
our ‘pillars’ to resonate us with all newness.

We have launched the 11th class. I received an 
alumni who completed his SSC in 2000 and he 
smilingly told me that he sees newness in every 
nook and corner of  the school. We salute you for 
your cooperation and understanding dear 
parents. Therefore, winning is a habit in our 
flower garden with unending newness.

We live in a fast-changing world where we get 
to learn something new every day. Knowledge 
has increased tremendously. To keep our 
students abreast with the fast-moving world, we 
are happy to inform you that we intend to start 
IIT/NEET coaching classes offered by the 
renowned Krishnamurthy Academy, to be 
launched in November 2022 for classes 8 to 10 
for 2 days in a week.

How best can we prepare our children to face 
this fast-moving, competitive world where 
everyone has to put in that extra effort, go that 
extra mile to carve a niche for themselves.
St. Patrick’s is on the path to follow the eternal 
teachings of  God. No compromise. We do what 
we say.

Wish you all a fruitful reading of  our school 
e-magazine. Don’t you think 
winning is a habit in our 
school?

The Principal’s Desk
From

Rev. Fr. A. Elango, s.j. 
Principal, SPHS



‘If  you compare yourself  with others, you may 
become vain or bitter, for always there will be greater 

and lesser persons than yourself.’

- Max Ehrmann

‘Is comparison good?’ Many a times as students, 
teachers, parents and individuals we are faced 
with this question. According to Max Erhmann 
when we compare ourself  with someone better 
than us, we become dissatisfied with ourselves. 
We feel at times we haven’t given it our best and 
at times we grudge the success of  the other 
person. When we compare ourself  with 
someone lesser than ourself, we become proud 
and look down on the person as he/she is not up 
to the mark and often tend to hurt others either 
intentionally or many a times unintentionally.
 
Should comparison be avoided? Let us look at it 
from a different point of  view. Comparison is 
good when you compare yourself  with yourself  
and not others. It seems a bit strange. Ask 
yourself, ‘Am I better person than I was 
yesterday? Did I help one more person than I 
did the previous day? Was I a better son, 
daughter, mother, father etc today than 
yesterday?’ The list could go on. You have to 
raise the bar every day and see if  at the end of  
the day you have emerged a better person.

Let us not as teachers, parents and educators 
compare our children with others instead instil 
in them the healthy spirit of  competition so that 
we have more ‘other centered beings’ than ‘self  
centered beings.’ As students let us not compare 
ourselves with other students but strive to be a 
little better than we were the 
previous day. And look out for 
the result, you will be happy 
with yourself.

The Editor’s Desk
From

Ms. Gladys Braganza
Chief Editor



World Ozone Day

September 16th was proclaimed by the United 
Nations General Assembly as the International 
Day for the Preservation of  the Ozone Layer.
 
The ozone layer is a region in the earth’s 
stratosphere that contains high concentration of  
ozone and protects the earth from the harmful 
ultraviolet radiations of  the sun which cause 
allergies and skin cancer.

But unfortunately, over use of  chlofluorocarbons 
in our daily life results in the gradual depletion 
of  the ozone layer.

Once the ozone layer is depleted, ultraviolet rays 
pass through the troposphere and eventually to 
the earth. These rays cause ageing of  the skin, 
skin cancer, cataract and sunburn to humans as 
well as animals. Phytoplankton dies in the 
presence of  ultraviolet rays which results in a 
decrease in fish productivity.

Ways to reduce ozone depletion:

• Avoid emission of  dangerous gases in the 
ozone layer.

• Minimize the use of  cars.
• Do not use cleaning products that are 

harmful to the environment and to us.
• Regular maintenance air conditioners.

To protect the ozone layer, the Vienna 
Conference in March 1985 was held. In 
September 1987, the Montreal Protocol was 
agreed upon. The Montreal Protocol is a global 
agreement to protect the Earth’s ozone layer by 
phasing out the chemicals that deplete it. The 
landmark agreement came into force in 1989 and 
it is one of  the most successful global 
environmental agreements. Thanks to the 
collaborative effort of  nations around the world, 
the ozone layer is on its way to recovery and 
many environmental and economic benefits have 
been achieved.

This was followed by the Kyoto Protocol of  
1997. Under the Protocol, 37 nations invest in a 
decrease of  four Greenhouse Gases and two 
gatherings of  gases delivered by them, and all 
part nations give general responsibilities.

Scientists have observed that ozone depletion 
level has been lowering since the use of  
hydrofluorocarbons instead of  
chlofluorocarbons.

We should also take measures to save this world 
otherwise it will end soon.

English Articles

D. Anthony Shervin 

Reddy - VIII A

Ozone is just like our Mother Earth. 
It protects us from the harm, 

and we should protect it from suffering.

Pingali Venkayya was an Indian freedom fighter 
and a Gandhian. He was known for designing 
the Swaraj Flag, used by Mahatma Gandhi 
during the Indian Independence movement and 
was later modified by Surayya Tyabji into the 
flag of  India. He was a lecturer, author, 
geologist, educationalist, agriculturist and a 
polyglot.

At the age of  19, Venkayya had enrolled in the 
British Indian Army and was deployed to South 
Africa during the second Boer war (1899 to 
1902). During the war when the soldiers had to 
salute the Union Jack, the national flag of  
Britain, Venkayya realised the need for having a 
flag for Indians . When Venkayya attended the 
AICC session in 1906 in Calcutta, he was 
inspired to design a flag for the Indian National 
Congress as he opposed the idea of  hoisting the 
British Flag at Congress meetings.

Various flags had been used by members of  the 
Indian Independence movement prior to the 
Independence being achieved in 1947. Pingali 
Venkayya designed the national flag and 
presented it to Mahatma Gandhi during the 
latter’s visit to Vijayawada city on 1 April 1927. 
Venkayya’s first draft of  the flag was in red and 
green - the red representing Hindus and green 
the Muslims living in the country. On Gandhi‘s 
suggestion, Venkayya added a white stripe to 
represent all other denominations and religions 
in India. Since 1921, Venkayya’s flag had been 
used informally at all Congress meetings. The 
flag was adopted in its present form during a 
meeting of  the Constituent Assembly on July 
22, 1947.

Venkayya was an agriculturist and an 
educationalist who set up an educational 
institution in Machilipatanam. He died in 
relative poverty in 1963 and was largely 
forgotten by the society. A postage stamp was 
issued to commemorate him in 2009. In 2012, 
his name was proposed for a posthumous Bharat 
Ratna though there has been no response from 
the central government on the proposal.

PINGALI VENKAYYA

Abhiram VIII-A



About my home state:
MAHARASTRA

Maharashtra is one of  the beautiful states of  
India. It has everything you want to wish for – 
From the cold hills of  Naldurg and home for 
many hill stations which also have important hill 
temples like Mahabaleshwar, Forests of  Pune, 
and World Class Cities like Mumbai, Pune, 
Aurangabad, Nashik, Nagpur etc and World 
Heritage sites like Ajanta and Ellora Caves. The 
mother tongue is Marathi with small pockets of  
Telugu, Hindi, Kannada and so on.

Maharashtra is the birthplace of  India’s famous 
ruler ‘Chatrapati Shivaji’ whose empire had 
ruled India till 1818 when the British defeated 
the Marathas in Third Anglo Maratha War.

Maharashtra is the richest state in India having 
GDP of  $62 billion. Its capital Mumbai is the 
Financial Capital of  India because the major 
banks of  India all have their headquarters in 
Mumbai.

Overall, this beautiful state is worth your time to 
visit and don’t forget to visit Mumbai.

James Herriot, author of  ‘All Creatures Great 
and Small’ sat in the countryside of  Yorkshire 
Dales in the early days of  his apprenticeship 
pondering about life and comparing how his life 
had become under Siegfried Farnon. When I 
think about him and look at myself…

I feel I haven’t reached that point in my life 
where I can decide where and how things are 
going for me, what am I up to. I’m a little too 
young for it but I have grown old for everyone 
around me. I have people reminding me I’m not 
the same old small Shrosi anymore.

Yes, I have become a teenager…………

I often hear from everyone around me, ‘grow up, 
this is not how you are supposed to behave.’
The crucial part of  any individual’s life is when 
there is too much of  “Gyan” given by everyone. 
I literally mean ‘everyone.’ I know you are able 
to understand what I’m trying to say. At times, 
I’m okay with people sharing their experiences 
with me. However, I would like to play my own 
game and excel in it.

I would like to be that person who can make his 
own decisions, have control on life (However, I’m 
a kid here who needs expert advice) so basically 
an amateur, controlled by adult humans there-
fore I become a puppet. 

I pray I’m not asked to be that good, golden boy 
who sets an example for his/her sister/brother 
as I know their feelings as well as mine.  I don’t 
think I will be able to do justice. I heard my 
mom, talk about Maya Angelou’s work – The 
Caged Bird: I felt all teenagers go through that 
gruesome phase in life like the title of  the poem 
where only the best excel and the others keep 
trying. That’s again my way of  looking at things 
at this point of  time ‘The Caged Bird.’

Analyzing and learning is all part of  life and I 
learnt something very important. I have tried to 
pen this to say to all my friends who are going 
through this amazing transformation in life of  
being a teenager. Since we are new to this phase 
of  life, there is nothing wrong in listening and 
learning from parents. They are the best gift 
that God has given to us, to mould us and keep 
us unique.

I enjoy every bit of  life being a teenager and 
hope you also do the same, by valuing your 
elders advice, learning from the amazing experi-
ences shared by the elders.
 
Inspiration is not just acquired from books but 
also from strangers we cross paths with, basical-
ly we learn till we die.

A. Abhishek - VIII A
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The world around me changed
suddenly...

Shrosi Marian VIII - D



India@75
Midnight on August 14 - 15, 1947 ended the 
British colonial rule over India. One of  the 
world's largest democratic countries had come 
into existence. Indians erupted with joy and 
heard a soul stirring narrative in the speech of  
Pandit Nehru “tryst with destiny”.

Birth of  India’s freedom had agriculture as the 
backbone of  economy, with it, the huge task cut 
out for the technological development of  all the 
sectors including agriculture with social 
inclusive growth.

In the early years, growth was slow and picked 
up during the green revolution. The real 
momentum of  growth was evident with the 
reforms in place in 1991. New slogans of  
reforms like ‘The Ease of  Doing Business’, 
‘Start up India’, ‘Make in India’, have pushed the 
growth rate to double digits.

India, being a hugely populated country, 
required more jobs. So large scale, small scale 
and cottage industries were set up to give 
employment and push the economy. In recent 
times, the ICT/IT/ITES industry, other service 
sectors have become partners of  progressive 
India.

Over the years women empowerment, education 
and security has been given top priority.

Indigenous satellite technologies, missile 
making, bullet trains, communications etc show 
our country’s self-reliance.  

Renewable forms of  energy, green buildings, 
eco-friendly vehicles, awareness programmes 
and imparting eco importance to students are 
taken up by policy makers for a clean and green 
future.

Education system with NEP (National 
Educational Policy 2020) has been making 
dynamic strides. University streamlined courses 
to job-oriented courses, thus our students have 
become a global workforce.

Health sector made stupendous progress and the 
increase in life expectancy and low mortality 
rate speak for themselves.

Though literacy rate has gone up, a lot more can 
be done to eradicate illiteracy.

Sports is no longer treated as extracurricular 
activity but as a profession.

In 75 years, India has transformed itself  into a 
self-reliant, developed country from a 
developing country.

It was a full moon night; the moon was peeping 
through my window and the moonlight all over 
the place in its full glory. I was lazing on my bed 
with a book on manned space missions to the 
moon.

It was interesting to read about the first manned 
mission to the moon by Neil Armstrong and 
Edwin “Buzz” Aldrin on July 20, 1969. Stepping 
off  the lunar landing module Eagle, Armstrong 
became the first human to walk on the surface 
of  the moon and spoke these words “That's one 
small step for a man, one giant leap for man-
kind.” The astronauts also returned to Earth 
with the first samples from another planetary 
body. These lines caught my attention and just 
buzzed in my mind.

Suddenly, a special announcement on television 
caught my attention that I was selected for the 
manned mission to the moon by a space ship 
named “Chandralok” indigenously built by ISRO 
and I was to bring a water sample from there. It 
was overwhelming to hear those words.

The very next day I was taken for training activ-
ity by an astronaut trainer. He helped train my 
lung, heart, and other muscles to endure the ac-
tivity needed for space walking. On the second 
day, the trainer showed me how to increase my 
muscular strength and improve upper and lower 
body coordination by performing the "bear 
crawl" and the "crab walk" and also to improve 
the strength in my abdominal and back muscles 
by performing the "Commander Crunch" and 
"Pilot Plank" exercises, as these are required for 
navigating inside a spaceship. For the energy 
and metabolism required for my space travel, 
they had designed a five-day menu based on the 
Food Pyramid recommendations.

I boarded the spaceship “Chandralok” and it 
dashed into the sky and in the process, I started 
floating and moving here and there in the space-
ship. After navigating miles, I had a smooth 
landing on the moon and sent a message to all 
students in India to ‘dream big’. Everyone sent 
me congratulatory messages including the 
Prime Minister of  India. I stepped off  the lunar 
module “Chandralok “and planted the Indian 
flag. I said to myself  I have become the first as-
tronaut from India to step on the moon. Now I 
had to make a spacewalk and collect water sam-
ples.

I found traces of  water and was about to collect 
it, surprisingly I felt water sprinkled on my face. 
I opened my eyes with great difficulty, to my as-
tonishment it was my mother who was sprin-
kling water to wake me up. Then I realised the 
manned mission to “Chandralok” was indeed a 
dream.

Mission to the moon - 
Yogi’s dream

Sesham Rishab Yogi IX - B

Sesham Rishab Yogi IX - B



Reading - A Virtue

Happy is the man who acquires the habit of  
reading when he is young. Through reading, 
everyone secures lifelong pleasure, instruction 
and inspiration. Reading habit eradicates 
loneliness and provides an occupation during 
leisure time. Reading enriches a man with 
knowledge, noble thoughts and high ideas. 
Reading books benefit both physical and mental 
health and those benefits last a lifetime.

Books not only store but also carry forward 
great lessons. Books that contain moral values 
dispel the dark clouds of  gloom from our minds 
and infuse happiness. The knowledge embedded 
in books is of  immense value and so is the 
pleasure obtained from reading them. Reading is 
never a waste of  time.

Reading should be paralleled with discussion on 
the subject read, so that different views can be 
absorbed and analysed. Books are a treasure 
richer than treasure of  any kind. They are gold 
mines of  art, literature, science and information. 
They are man’s constant and the best 
companion.

“Keep reading! It is one of  the most marvellous 
adventures anyone can have”.

Reading is to the mind what exercise is to the body

My Inspiration
As we are human beings everyone has an 
inspiration which motivates us to achieve 
something great in our life. My inspiration is 
Marie Curie. 

Marie Curie was the first woman to win two 
Nobel Prize, she discovered polonium and 
radium and the second Nobel Prize was awarded 
for her research in ‘radiation phenomena.’ She 
was and still is the only person to be awarded 
Nobel Prizes in two scientific categories.

Marie Curie’s original name was Maria 
Sklodowska.  Her father was a great Math and 
Physics instructor. Marie Curie lost her mother 
at the age of  10. She was a bright and curious 
student. In 19th century the society didn’t 
support girls for higher education The 
government at that time allowed only limited 
education for a girl child. In spite of  knowing 
that, Marie Curie did not lose hope and she 
continued to study. She mastered Physics in the 
University of  Paris.

The officials of  the University of  Paris hired 
her as a professor in Physics in 1906. There she 
discovered Polonium and Radium elements and 
continued her research in radiation. 

LIFE
is a 
GAME

I think life is like a game because you cannot get 
to the top without planning things. There are 
challenges everywhere in life but if  I believe, I 
can get past them. It takes confidence and 
patience to get what I want. Challenges are 
there to make life more exciting because 
sometimes it means I should try something I 
have never done before.

In a game of  chess, each piece I play, I think 
about the next move before it is my turn, just 
like that, in real life too, I must plan ahead to 
stay on the top. My opponent's moves are 
unknown just like my future is because I do not 
know if  it will change. A good game takes a few 
hours but a well developed plan can take years.
 
Time is always there for me to use but chances 
do not come by more than once. Sometimes in a 
game, my opponent puts me at a dead end but 
there is always a way out if  I look close enough. 
In life sometimes I need to gamble with my 
chances because the result is unexpected. Life 
and game are similar which is why if  I can win a 
game then I can get through life.

R. Praneeth  X - A

Nathaniel Francis X - D

Adithya S IX - E



CHANGE

When things start to change

I never really understood the true meaning of  
this phrase until 19th May, 2022, as that was 
when everything started to change. 
 
Being one of  the 189 students who had given 
the ICSE board examination as the first batch of  
St. Patrick's High School, 19 May, 2022 was 
when we wrote  our last exam. It was also the 
day when I saw all my friends gathered together 
for the last time.
 
Whilst all my friends had decided to walk new 
paths in their lives, I decided to stay in the place 
which is accountable for all the memories I have 
confined in the depths of  my heart i.e., St. Pat-
rick's High School.
 
Continuing to study in St. Patrick's High School 
ISC, every inch and square of  the school re-
minded me of  all the thrilling, fun-filled, sweet 
and undying memories I had stored in my heart. 
 
Through this article of  mine, I would like to 
convey a message to each and every student of  
this school (especially 10th class students) that 
this is the time, Live every moment, make a 
whole lot of  memories with everyone around 
you, for it will not last forever. And there shall 
come a time, when everything starts to change.

"Memories are the most precious treasures 
of  our lives."

Astronomy
Astronomy often confused with astrology is a 
study of  anything that is beyond our planet’s at-
mosphere. It a magnificent and elegant field of  
study worth your time and here's why,

Did you ever look up at the night sky and 
wonder why it is the way it is? Ever had ques-
tions like “How did it all begin?" which kept you 
awake at night, then astronomy is the right place 
for you to spend your time. Now you might ask, 
"Where do I begin?" The next time you go to 
the library, take a look at the space encyclopedia, 
flip through it and look at those beautiful images 
of  the universe. Once you do that, I recommend 
you start reading that encyclopedia and if  you 
are not a reader, you can find many videos online 
to learn astronomy from. But to get a full expe-
rience of  everything in astronomy, I recommend 
a book by Fred Watson called ‘Astronomica’ 
which is an excellent book. Astronomica also 
contains a large number of  images which makes 
learning more fun. To get a more extraordinary 
view of  the universe, take a look at the images 
taken by Hubble Space Telescope and the James 
Webb Space Telescope (JWST), you can get a 
telescope but it is after you have spent at least 
three years learning astronomy. Enjoy the learn-
ing. "So much universe and so little time” is the 
quote everyone who learns astronomy must re-
member. 

M. Jaya Nischal XI - MPC

Mohammed Anas Ahmed Khan

XI - AMEC
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Life of a teenager
Teenage starts from the age of  13 to19. 
‘Irresponsible and immature,’ that is how most 
people would define a teenager of  the present 
day. What causes this stereotype? Not all 
teenagers are reckless in fact they are engaged in 
discovering new aspects and also themselves. We 
are too old to be treated as children.

Anxiety, depression, stress, bullying are major 
problems a teenager usually faces. Sometimes, 
we do need a well-wisher who can be our friend, 
take the place of  our parents or siblings. Raising 
a teenager is hard. Parents play a vital role in 
every teenager’s life. Bad influence, addiction to 
social media, bad habits, electronic devices etc., 
are some of  the major distractions in the life of  
a teenager.

Healthy social life, focus on education and 
communication skills, a positive outlook, 
providing a platform and encouraging teenagers 
on the basis of  their interests may lead to the 
making of  successful and good teenagers. Many 
teenagers see life as something that's about to 
begin. A teenager's life is about the hope and 
optimism, prosperity, passion, positive 
relationships and perfect happiness. Emotional 
ups and downs are a part of  life for young 
people. It is normal, for a teenager to be 
cheerful, excited, down or sad at the same time. 
It is also normal for a teenager to want more 
privacy, to be on their own, make decisions etc. 
Understanding a teenager is also important at 
the same time.

K. Eshwari XI - MPC



The end of one journey but the
beginning of another
The quote, "The roots of  education are bitter, but 
the fruit is sweet,” by Aristotle describes best a 
student's school life where at first the demands 
of  education seem to be burdening but with the 
guidance of  our teachers, one can scale the high-
est peak however difficult the climb might be. 
Schools are temples of  learning where students 
are nurtured to bring fruit through the seeming-
ly bitter roots of  education and where character 
building and life-building values are imparted.

This year marked the end of  an important phase 
in my life, a phase which is none other than the 
end of  school life. School life and its memories 
are something that is cherished for long. It has 
been a great blessing for me to spend the last 
phase of  school life at St Patrick's even though 
there was a brief  interruption by the pandemic. 
Our batch was able to enjoy and learn to the 
fullest during our time in school. It was my plea-
sure to be a part of  the first ICSE batch of  our 
school and we were fortunate to be guided by 
our teachers through the medium of  online 
classes during the pandemic. We were taught to 
the full extent and never lagged behind. Looking 
back, I am really glad for the opportunity to 
study in such a school with a friendly environ-
ment. But now as one journey ends, a new one 
begins. My journey as a college student has 
begun and I am happy to have continued my 
higher studies in St. Patrick’s School and I hope 
we students develop as better people  with the 
knowledge being imparted to us at this crucial 
stage in our life.

Samuel Rao XI - MBiPC

Mom
What is the reason, Mom?
Every time when I get hurt, you feel the pain,
Whenever I feel lonely, you are beside me,
When I feel broken, you heal and fill my heart 
with smiles and happiness.
What is the reason, Mom?

How is it possible Mom?
Though you suffer pain, you never let me know,
You hide your tears for my happiness,
You leave your pleasures for my joys,
You work every time to relieve my stress,
How is it possible Mom?

Thank you, Mom
For supporting my ambitions,
For encouraging my dreams,
For truly believing in me and in my dreams.
Your love is infinite with happy memories you 
have given me,
Thank you, Mom…

Dad
I observed you many times Dad,
You hide your tears for the family’s happiness,
You strengthen yourself  to fight with the world 
for us,
You forget yourself  and think about us every 
time,
You have a lot of  emotions but never show it.

Oh, Dad you’re a fighter,
You fight with yourself  to work for the family,
You fight with everyone to solve any family 
problem,
You fight with the whole world to keep us safe,
You are my fighter, Dad.

My strong Dad,
I'm proud to be your son which is a great bless-
ing for me in this life,
Thank you, Dad, for everything…

R. Bhargav XI MPC

Failure
Failure is the penality for continuously getting 
things wrong. Success on the other hand is the 
reward for getting things continuously right. 
Failure puts you down in despair, success sends 
you soaring among the clouds. Therefore, I look 
at myself  and wonder am I a success or failure. 
Then may be I am a bit of  both.

Syed Rehan XI MPC

R. Bhargav XI MPC



खदु पर इतना िव�ास करो, 
अजुर्न-सा शर संधान करो 
प�र��ित जैसी हो, जो भी हो
जीवन जैसा हो, जो भी हो

अपनी �जद पर अड़ना सीखो। 
�नत आगे तमु बढ़ना सीखो॥ 

घनघोर घटा गड़-गड़ गरजे
दािमनी नभ म� चम-चम चमके 
िव�� से हार न मानो तमु 
मन म� अब ऐसा ठानो तमु 

उर म� धीरज धरना सीखो। 
�नत आगे तमु बढ़ना सीखो॥

पथ म� क�ट े�जतने आएँ 
कदम न कभी �कने पाएँ
�दन म� सपने अब देखो तमु
ह�गे पूर� यह मानो तमु 

बस किमय� से लड़ना सीखो।
�नत आगे तमु बढ़ना सीखो॥

बस लगातार �यास करो,
अपने ऊपर  िव�ास करो
ई�र का वरदान हो तमु
वीर� क� संतान हो तमु

बस पवर्त पर चढ़ना सीखो। 
�नत आगे तमु बढ़ना सीखो॥

सोचो .जरा �ा हो अगर... 

ने� हो पर ��� नह�, 

ज्ञान हो पर िववेक नह�, 

��� हो पर च�र� नह�,

�दय हो पर दया नह�,

�ेम हो पर र�ित नह�,

मानव हो पर मानवता नह�,

अपने ह� पर अपन� नह�,

धमर् हो पर स�मर् नह�, 

जीवन हो पर जीवंतता नह�,

सच म� अगर ऐसा हो तो �ा होगा?. 

ने� नासूर बन जाएगा, 

ज्ञान अनाचार बन जाएगा, 

��� पश ुबन जाएगा, 

�दय प�र बन जाएगा, 

�ेम पाप बन जाएगा, 

मानव दानव बन जाएगा, 

अपना पराया बन जाएगा, 

धमर् धंधा बन जाएगा, 

जीवन नरक बन जाएगा,

�ा ऐसा होने लगा है?...

सोचो जरा.. 

�ा ऐसा नह� हो रहा ह ै?.. 

सोचो जरा...

सोचो जरा...

�नत आगे तमु बढ़ना सीखो

Articles

Mr. Ran Vijay Chaubey
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� ���

�ర� �లం� మన�శం� ���� ఇంత �రవం 

ఉం�ద�, �� �లం� ఉ�����, �����  ఇద� � 

���. �ర� �లం� అ��పక వృ��  ఒక వృ�� � 

��ం� ఉ��హం�, అ���� ఉం��, �� ఇ��� 

అ� �వ���� �ధనం� ��ం�. �� ప� �� ఇం� 

��య�ద� �� అ��ం����. ఉ���య 

��త���� జ���ం�న� ����� ల� ��న��డ�� , 

�� �� ������� �ర��� మ�� అ� 

సమయం� �� సం�షం� ఉం��. ఇదం� 

��� ం� మన హృద���  ఇప��� ఉ����ల� ప� ��క 

�� నం ఉంద���� ం�.

�ఠ�ల� ��న �ద� �� �ం� క��ల �వ� �� 

వర� అత� మన� చ�� ����, మన�� 

���ట� � క���� � మ�� చ��� అం��� ��� 

అ� �స� ��� ఎవ� �దన��. ఇ� ��ం�, అత� 

మన వ��� ���� �� సృ�� �� �, సం�� ప� ం�, అత� మన 

భ�ష��� � సృ�� �� �.

ఉ����� మన భ�ష ���  ���త�

స�, మన హృదయం� ప� ��క �� నం ఉన� అ�క సంబం�� 

ఉ��� మ�� ��� ఒక� మన� అత�ంత �� య�ౖన 

��� అ� �� న������. �ఖ�ం� మన� 

క�నం� ప� వ�� ం�న �� మ�� మన త��ల� ��� ం� 

��.

ఈ ��షం మనం ������  �� మ� ���ం�, ఎం�కం� 

మన వృ�� � �ట� డం �క� �� �ఖ�త� మనం 

గ� �ం��. క�ర �స ఈ �� ం� పం�� ల� ��� �క� 

ప�� �� చక�� �వ�ం��.

"�� �మ�� �స �ంభ, గ��  గ��  క�ౖ �త, �ప� �� 

స�యం, బయట �యప�ం�"

�ౖ పం�� ల� క�ర �స � ��� ��, ఉ����� 

�మ�� �ం��డ�, �����  �� ��న �� �ండ 

�ం��డ�, �� ���ణం� అత� బయ� �ం� 

�డ� ��� � మ�� అ� సమయం� ��� మద� �� 

ఉం��. అత� �� ఒక ��� �పల ఉం��ం�.

అం�� �� � �చర అం� �� ఇష� ం . � భ�ష��� � 

���ం���న �ధ�త ఆయన�.

��ం�

�బ��  �� � క�న�ౖన ఉ����ల �టల ��ం� 

�� �ధపడ�డ�, ఎం�కం� �� �మ��� �� 

����� ��� �. మ� �ట� ���లం�, అత� � 

భ�ష��� � ���ం���.

���
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���
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�ౖన�్ అండ ���ల�

ఈ ఆ��క ప� పంచం� ఒక �శం ఇతర ��ల కం� 

బలం�, శ�� వంతం� మ�� �� అ�వృ��  �ం�లం� 

�ౖన�్ అండ ���ల� రంగం� �త�  ఆ�ష�రణ� �యడం 

�� అవసరం. ఈ �� స�జం�, ��తం� �ం�� 

�గ��� మ�� �జయవంత�ౖన వ��� � �ర��� 

మన� మ��� �ం��కత� అవసరం. �� �న�� 

�స�  �ం��క రం���  ఎం� అ�వృ��  ��ం��. 

ఇ��� ���ల� ��ం� ��ంచడం అ�ధ�ం� ��ం�. 

ఇ� మన ����� సరళం�, �లభం� మ�� 

�కర�వంతం� ���ం�.

మనంద�� ���న�� �, మనం �ౖన�్ మ�� ���ల� 

�లం� ���� ���. మనంద� ��తం ��� య 

ఆ�ష�రణ� మ�� ఆ��క �ం��కతల�ౖ ఎ��వ� 

ఆ�రప� ఉం�ం�. �ౖన�్ అండ ���ల� ప� జల ���ల� 

�ద�  ఎ�� న ప� ��తం ��ం�. ఇ� ����� �లభతరం 

��ం�, సరళ�ౖన� మ�� �గవంత�ౖన�. �త�  

�గం�, �ౖన�్ అ�వృ��  మన�� ఎ�� ల బం� ప� �ణం 

�ం� ��న ప� �ణ �లభ�ం వర� ���వ��ం�.

ఆ��క �ం��క ప��� నం

�ౖన�్ అండ ���ల� ఆ��కరణ�� ప� � అంశం ప� � 

�శం� అమ� �యబ�ం�. ��తం�� ప� � రం��� 

స���  �ర��ంచ��� మ�� ��� అ�� సమస�ల� 

ప�ష��ంచ��� ఆ��క ప�క�� క��నబ�� �. 

�ౖద�ం, �ద� , ��క స����, ఇంధన త��, 

స��ర �ం��కత మ�� ఇతర రం�ల� 

వ�� ంచ�ం� అ�� ప� �జ�ల� �ందడం �ధ�ం ��. 

మనం �ౖన�్ � ��గ� ��ంచక��, ఈ �� �� మన 

��తం ��ప�� కష� ం మ�� కష� ం� ఉం��. �త�  

ఆ�ష�రణ� మన� ఎ�� ప� �జ�ల� ������ �. 

మన ���  ఎ�� �ం��కత� ఉ���.

��ౖల ��� , ���, కం��ట�� , ఇంట��ట, ఓ��� , �� జ �, 

��ంగ ���� , ��� �ల�ం� ���� , ��ర �ౖ��� , 

ఓడ�, �ౖ�� , బ���, ర�� �ధ��.. ఇ� అ�� ఆ��క 

�ం��క ప��� నం� �ధ�మ���. �త�  ర�ల 

మం��, �ౖద� ప�క�ల స�యం� సం�� ష�  ���ల 

��త� �ధ��ౖం�. ఆ��క �ం��కత ��ం� �� 

�లం� మన ��తం �ధ�ం �ద� ఈ �ధం� �ప�వ��.

��ం�

మనం మన �ౖనం�న ��తం� ఎ�ం� ���దల� 

���, అ� �ౖన�్ అండ ���ల� అ�వృ��  వల�  �త� �. 

�శం �క� స�ౖన అ�వృ��  మ�� అ�వృ��  �సం, �ౖన�్ 

మ�� ���ల�� ��� కలపడం �� అవసరం. 

�� �� ఇ��� పట� �� మ�� పట� �ల �పం� 

నగ�ల �పం� అ�వృ��  �ం����� మ�� 

త��� ఆ�� క రం�ల� �� �� అ�వృ��  జ��ం�. 

�ౖన�్ అండ ���ల� వల�  �� �లం� మన �శం �� 

�గం� అ�వృ��  �ం��ం�

Santosh IX -A
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బ�కమ� పం�గ

బ�కమ� పం�గ� �లం�ణ �ష� ం� ఆశ��జ �స 

�ద�  �డ�� �ం� ���� ��ల �� జ���ం��. 

ఇ� దస�� �ం� ��ల �ం� వ�� ం�. ఈ పం�గ� 

రం�రం�ల �ల� �క�ం� �� ���రం� ���, 

అలంక�ం�న బ�కమ�ల ���  చప���  చ���  

వలయం� ���� మ�ళ� �ట� ��� 

జ���ం��. ఇ� మ�ళల� ఒక ప� ��క�ౖన పం�గ. 

�లం�ణ ఉద�మం� బ�కమ� �త�  ��ష� �ౖం�. ఉద�మ 

సందర�ం� బ�కమ�� ఊ��ం�� ��న �లం�ణ 

ప� జ� తమ అ�� ���� సగర�ం� ������. �లం�ణ 

�ష� ం ఏర��న త�ణం� బ�కమ� ఖం�ంత�� ��  

బ�కమ� �� �న�త  ���ం�.

B. Yashwant IX -A

B. Yashwant IX -A

అంత�� �య 
�ం� ��త�వం

అంత�� �య �ం� ��త���� ప� పంచ 

��ల�� ప� � సంవత�రం ��� ంబర 21న 

జ���ం��. అంత�� �యం� ���ల �రమణ, 

అ�ంస, �ం� �దర ��ల �ధన �సం 

ఐక��జ�స�� ఈ ��త���� �ర���� న� �. ��� 

ప� జ� 24 గంటల �� అ�ంస మ�� ���ల 

�రమణ� ��ంచడం ��� జ���ం��.

స�జం� అ�వృ��  మ�� �� య�� ����వ��� 

మనం ఎం��� �ర� ం �ం�. ప� జ��  �ం� 

�మరస�ం �క�� ఆ�� క �� రత��, �ంస� ృ�క 

ఎ��దల అ�ధ�ం. మనం �ం� �వన� ఇత�ల� 

��� �ం� మన� �ం�� క�� ఉండటం �� 

అవసరం. �ం� భద� తల� ��డడం ప� � ఒక�� కర� వ�ం.



Renowned speakers from the education field 
were invited, who shared their valuable insights 
and groomed the teaching faculty of  St Patrick’s 
High School to adapt better  than before keeping 
in mind the current student requirements and 
also the Jesuit mission.

Workshop and Seminars for 
teachers for the academic year 
2022-23 according to the changing 
dynamics. 

Events



Invoking the divine presence for blessings, guid-
ance before starting any new task is an Indian 
tradition. Here at St Patrick’s High School, it’s a 
Jesuit tradition which started in 1548. We not 
only pray for the wisdom, knowledge and good 
health for students, their family, staff, their fami-
lies but also for the whole world.

Investiture Ceremony of  School Cabinet for 
2022-2023

Chief  Guest: Rev. Fr. Dusi Ravi Sekhar s.j. 
        Correspondent.

The Chief  Guest congratulated the office 
bearers and emphasized on the hallmark of  
Jesuit Education – leadership training: preparing 
men and women not only for today but also for 
tomorrow. We in our school encourage servant 
model of  leadership, so that the students learn 
to later serve our nation. To be always virtuous, 
and truthful labouring to keep the flag of  
St. Patrick’s flying high.

Manoranjani teacher is fondly called as Manu 
teacher not just by her colleagues but also by the 
students. She is known for her melodious 
singing and under her able guidance the school 
choir had won many competitions.

Master B Sushanth (X- A) and Master Devansh 
Surya (IX – B)  brought laurels to St. Patrick’s  
by winning the Regional Taekwondo Champion-
ship and the second position at the National 
Boxing Championship respectively. These young 
dedicated athletes aspire to represent India in 
the future.

The 500th Year of  The Cannonball Experience 
and Conversion of  St. Ignatius of  Loyola feast 
day celebration for staff.

Life of  St Ignatius of  Loyola was shown in a 
musical ballet, telling everyone to listen to the 
voice of  God. Be open to change and embrace it.

1st June 2022 - Retirement – 
Ms. Manoranjani Joseph

17th July, 2022

Young Athletes

Fruits of  hard work and labour of  our students, 
their parents, teaching staff  and the entire 
management who worked under the meticulous 
planner, Rev. Fr. A. Elango s.j., Principal, was 
paid when the FIRST BATCH of  STUDENTS 
(2021-2022) secured a 100% RESULT in the 
Class X- ICSE Exams which was announced by 
the Council on the 17th July,2022.

We thank God 
Almighty for the 
countless blessings 
bestowed on every 
individual who was 
a part in scripting 
this amazing feat.

30th July, 2022

Holy Spirit Mass

Investiture Ceremony

100
P E R C E N TA G E



Celebration of  76th Independence Day.

Chief  Guest - Mohammed Rizwan (Former 
Indian Basketball Captain and an illustrious Alumni 
of  St. Patrick’s High School 1977 batch)

A day to remember and thank the freedom fight-
ers who have helped us live in FREE INDIA by 
having a cultural extravaganza.

15th August, 2022

A Day of  Prayer, Reflection and Learning.

Teaching staff  were divided in two groups and 
beautiful insights was shared by Rev. Fr. 
Packiaraj s.j., on learning and understanding the 
student’s potential to hone them to a greater 
level. Later the focus was shifted to classroom 
management on engaging the achievers and the 
under achievers.

The next session was led by Rev. Fr. Dusi Ravi 
s.j., who gave a spiritual talk, re-establishing our 
connection with God, which was followed by 
Holy Mass, where prayers and petitions were 
offered for the entire world.

9th August, 2022

Extra curricular activities at St Patrick’s High 
School has become a part of  student life. Young 
minds explore the opportunities provided to 
them and ace them. They not just compete but 
also help each other and grow in a healthy envi-
ronment.

ECA – Extra Curricular Activities



Obituary

 3rd September 2022
Teachers Day Celebration

A day to celebrate and show gratitude for the 
efforts and services rendered by the teachers. 
Students expressed their gratitude and 
appreciation for their teachers on this day 
collaborating, cooperating and putting up a 
colourful program.

“It is not how much we give, but how much love we 
put into giving”  Mother Teresa.

A visit to Mother Teresa’s Home for the 
Destitute, Special children run by Missionaries 
of  Charity sisters was possible because of  you 
dear parents and students. It was your generous 
contribution both in cash and kind towards 
Community Service- Good Samaritan.

The amount collected was handed over to the 
Superior, in the presence of  students and staff.

Fr. Mark Kulandai Raj s.j., 
died on 4th July, 2022.

He was a Counsellor and Spiritual Director and 
also known for being artistic, creative and 

friendly.

25th September, 2022

#Thank You

300 viewsTeachers Day 2022

Secunderabad
St Patricks High School

SUBSCRIBE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kTSwpS9Xy3w


‘Where there is a will, there is a way.’

One of  the most famous proverbs and my favou-
rite one too. I believe that if  you make up your 
mind to do something then nobody can stop you 
from achieving your goals. If  there's anyone 
stopping you than that’s no one else but YOU.

Let us face the situation that life throws in our 
face and always remember that life doesn't come 
with a rule book, but I believe that there is a 
solution for every problem.

So, stop making those excuses about the pan-
demic, no stock of  books, cold, fever, rain, etc., 
and make way for your own progress.

Since, time and tide waits for none, we have to 
make hay when the sun shines! Dear students, 
this is your time to enjoy, grow, learn, make 
mistakes, rectify them, practice a hobby. The 
sky is the limit!

So, what are you waiting for? Wake up and 
reach for the stars! They are yours to grab. As 
each one you is a star, shining brighter each day 
as you learn to be a disciplined and responsible 
citizen of  the world. So, make way for your 
SUCCESS.

Conclusion

Mrs. Starina D’Cruz

Editorial Team
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